9th-10th Grade Digital Photography Course Overview and Policies

Welcome note / Course Overview:
Welcome to the Digital Photography class!
An effervescent blend of personal creativity and technique is offered through a fresh and contemporary approach to images and
pictures. Fundamental knowledge of cameras, lenses and shooting techniques will be provided to the students to let them explore
the possibilities of photography through different exercises and projects. Some elements of digital editing will complete the course
to let the students challenge their skills and develop diverse individual projects. Also, while experiencing photographic language,
students will build up a specific vocabulary in order to be able to analyze a photograph, to discuss and debate about its meaning
and its value.

Topics
Semester 1

Semester 2

Photography as a framing art, the grammar of composition
Anatomy of a camera, devices and settings
Focus, space and depth: wide angle vs. telephoto lens
A matter of light: aperture, shutter time and ISO
3 ways of shooting motion

Different shooting techniques
Lighting schemes
Visual travelogue project
Notion on how editing image files
Collecting, modifying and associating images

Evaluation of progress / grading policy and turn around time:
•

Studio Work done in class time to be assessed and graded according to specific given rubrics.

•

Student Digital Portfolio to be periodically reviewed and graded.

•

By the end of each quarter, all the given assignments listed on Powerschool up to that date have to be included
in the Digital Portfolio.

•

Group Work and diverse Oral Presentations.

•

Informal teacher observation of student at work will provide consistent subtle constructive feedback to the
student.

•

Informal teacher-student interviews. During the instructional sequence, the teacher poses open-ended and
reflective questions to help the students improve their understanding and overall performance.

•

Student-student small group discussion, where students assess their peers, or self-assess their work using a
scoring guide or rubric.
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Homework
Homework will take maximum 30 minutes per week. Assigned homework should be uploaded in student's Digital Portfolio and
correctly named according to the instruction written Powerschool.

Tests
Tests will occur quarterly and will be announced 2 weeks in advance.

Communication
For any quick question, please contact the teacher via email: massimo.palazzi@isgenoa.it

Resources used:
All images and material related to the covered topics will be available on google classroom.

Specific expectations
Each student should take to the Digital Photography class: a digital camera, a journal to take notes, a pen and a laptop.
Each student is supposed to access and update consistently his/her Digital Portfolio according to the assignments listed on
Powerschool.
Students are responsible of their equipment and should make sure their camera and laptop have fully charged batteries before the
class starts.
Students are supposed to participate fully to studio activities and discussions.

Welcome to 9th grade English
Teacher: Mr. Farrar

martin.farrar@isgenoa.it

Find new ways of seeing
This year we will learn to see the world differently by
looking through the eyes of people from other cultures.
Our journey will take us from revolutionary Iran to a
divided American South. After visiting Igbo tribes in
Nigeria we will climb to the peak of Ecuador’s highest
mountain, before descending to the parties of pre-war
London.
We will arrive home as better readers, writers, speakers and thinkers. We will have
developed strong skills of inference, a deep understanding of the relationship between
literature and the forces that create it, and a fuller appreciation for the beauty and
complexity of the world and its citizens.

Assessment
A range of different skills will be assessed this year, and assessments will take many forms.
We will complete authentic assessments wherever possible—solving the kinds of problems
you might expect to encounter in the real world. Essay-writing, presenting, and close
reading of texts will often be the focus of assessment (some of the skills that are most
valuable during the IB).

Expectations

Homework
Homework will be set twice a week, and will often include reading to prepare for class. If
there are problems with completing homework it is best to explain these the day the
homework is set, not the day it is due.

Google Drive
We will complete most of our work in Google applications, and store our work in carefullyorganised folders on Google drive. The most important document you create for English
this year will be your learning journal, a record of your growth as a learner. Most
assignments will be completed on Google Classroom.

Communication
I’m always happy to hear from you if you have questions or concerns about any
assignments, or anything else class-related. Feel free to email me or speak to me in person.

Reading
Perhaps most importantly, your growth this year will be closely correlated to the amount of
reading you complete. We must all have another book we are reading apart from the
assignment reading, and except at times when the assigned reading is significant we
should be reading our choice books every day.

Course Overview and Policies
9th Grade French, Mme Micheli
Bienvenue en classe de français!
Welcome note / Course Overview:
The aim of the 9th grade course is to provide a thorough grounding in French while developing intercultural
awareness. Language develops based on a combination of learning through understanding and language
acquisition with enjoyment and practice. It develops the skills of listening, speaking-communicating,
reading and writing through purposeful activities that build up French gradually. It combines a lively
communication approach with a clear structural and grammatical progression in order to prepare the
students to the DELF B1 exam in two years.
Homework
You will receive homework three times a week, it will be written in Power School. As in the past, HW
assigned on Monday will be due Monday, HW assigned on Tuesday will be due the next Tuesday and so
one. It will last around 20 minutes; it is mandatory and counts 10% of the overall assessment.
Assessment
You will have formal test at the end of each unit including the 4 skills: reading, writing, speaking and
listening count for 60% of the overall assessment. You will also have grammar tests and vocabulary quiz
(10%) and project works (20%) for each unit.
Communication
If you are absent for a lesson, it is very important that you catch up through PowerSchool or for
clarification write me to my email eva.micheli@isgenoa.it or find me in my office room 204.
Resources used:
La grammaire des premiers temps by PUG Fle, and based on French language acquisition MYP by Hodder
Education. newspapers and magazines, movies, reading books.

Show Respect, Be Responsible, Reach for Excellence!
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Welcome to Grade 9 Physical Education!

Lucy Deas - lucy.deas@isgenoa.it
Lauren House - lauren.house@isgenoa.it
Throughout the forthcoming academic year, there will be adaptations to the Physical Education
curriculum to respect and comply with Covid-19 guidelines. Student safety is always the priority, as is
the aim to make learning in PE as stimulating and as enjoyable as possible. While team sports and
contact sports are currently not permitted, the acquisition and improvement of skills across a diverse
array of activities will still be a central aim of PE.
The 9th grade Physical Education Curriculum offers a wide variety of different activities that further
seek to encourage and promote an active and healthy lifestyle. The primary purpose of the PE program
at ISG is to provide opportunities for you to develop the following aspects:
● Physically (physical fitness, skill acquisition)
● Mentally (an inquiring mind with curiosity to probe and explore new ideas)
● Socially (to accept the need to harmoniously share responsibilities and opportunities)
● Emotionally (the ability to feel good about yourself regarding self-image and self-respect).
During high school, it is important that you further develop your skills; knowledge and understanding;
performance and reflection within different activities. We hope to encourage you to become responsible
for your own learning and help you develop a positive approach in pursuing an active and healthy
lifestyle.

Topics
You will be given the opportunity to further develop in activities grouped in the following five major
categories:
● Net Games (Badminton, Volleyball)
● Health Related Fitness
● Movement composition (Gymnastics, Parkours, Dance, Yoga etc.)
● Striking and Fielding (Kickball, Softball, Cricket)
● Invasion Games (Football, Rugby, Ultimate Frisbee, Uni-hockey)

Evaluation of progress / grading policy:
In Physical Education, grades from 1 to 7 are awarded for each activity. The criteria for each assessment
level is available and rubrics will be used to help guide you in your own self, peer and teacher
assessment throughout the course. Each unit of work will be formally assessed using the rubrics.
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Communication

All course units and resources will be on Google Classroom. Time will always be allocated during each
lesson for student questions. If the enquiry is more specific, the PE department will be happy to help
either in person or via email.

Resources used:
The school provides all materials/equipment necessary for PE lessons.
You need to bring your appropriate kit (see below) and a water bottle.

Specific expectations

Respect - Students must arrive punctually for lessons.
Responsibility -All students are requested to arrive wearing appropriate sports gear (shorts or tracksuit
bottoms, sports shirt, sports shoes). You are required to change your clothing before returning to class.
Reaching for excellence - You should do your best to be involved and motivated in achieving your
personal best while focusing on the main educational goals proposed during the PE school year.

If you are sick or absent you are expected to check google classroom and ensure that you are up to date
and have completed any necessary work. If injured or unable to participate in the lessons you need to
bring a note from home or from the nurse and you will be given an alternative role within the lesson,
such as refereeing, video recording, coaching etc.
If you have any questions at any time regarding Physical Education, please feel free to contact the Grade
9 PE teachers.
Lucy Deas - lucy.deas@isgenoa.it
Lauren House - lauren.house@isgenoa.it
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9th grade LEARNING RESOURCES Course Overview and Policies
Course Description
Welcome to LEARNING RESOURCES! I am excited to work with students this year, developing their research
skills and mastering their ability to document, quote and produce autonomous valuable work, through a
variety of exercises and assignments.
What will we learn this year?
Within this course, students will be learning about different aspects of researching and quoting. We will be
discussing plagiarism and academic honesty, as well as using journals, primary and secondary sources and
accessing databases. The aim is to prepare students for their next academic step of writing extended essays and
know how to best evaluate sources.
How will my progress be evaluated?
Feedback will be provided at all stages of the learning process. These will come in a myriad of formats, not
limited to formative assessments, individual conferences, written comments, formal grades, and learning
conversations.
What is the grading policy and turnaround time?
Formal assessments (those given under testing conditions) make up 60% of the total grade.
Informal assessments (Homework, class work, etc.) make up 40% of the total grade.
I strive to grade everything in under two weeks, however because of the complicated nature of some of the
writing feedback there will be occasions when it takes longer.
What is the homework policy?
Assignments will be completed primarily in class. Therefore, students should expect very little homework in
this class. However, good writing seems to always be in a state of revision or editing, so many students may feel
compelled to work on their pieces outside of the normal class. Additionally, if a student fails to use his or her
time wisely while in class, he or she may be asked to complete unfinished work at home.
What is the best way to communicate with me, Ms Ilaria?
Email! ilaria.mele@isgenoa.it
Materials needed for every lesson:
●
●
●

Pencil/Pen/Eraser
Writing notebook
Computer

Thanks! Here’s to a great year! - Ms Ilaria

9th Grade Mathematics Course
Overview and Policies

Teacher: Lucy Deas
Email: lucy.deas@isgenoa.it
Welcome note / course overview: Welcome to 9th Grade Math for the 2020/21 academic year! We will be
following the IGCSE curriculum this year, building on the material you studied during 8th Grade in order to
improve your mathematical skills and widen your knowledge of the subject. I am really excited to be your
teacher!
Topics: Algebra, coordinate geometry, simultaneous equations, exponents and surds, inequalities,
trigonometry, geometry, and statistics.
Home learning: You will receive around 90 minutes of homework each week. This will relate to what you
have studied during the lessons. It could be a review, further practice, or a preparation for the next lesson.
Home learning is an extremely important element, so it is imperative that it is completed on time and to a high
standard. You can ask for help with home learning by scheduling a meeting with me during Snack or Lunch
breaks - also feel free to contact me by e-mail for any issues.
Assessments: Assessments will take place in every topic and will be announced at least one week in advance.
Evaluation of progress / grading policy and turn around time: All tests, quizzes and investigations will be
graded and home learning will be checked for completion. These grades will be put on PowerSchool and will
make up your grade. Your quarter grade will be weighted as follows:
Formal Evaluation (under test conditions)
Tests/Quizzes
75%

Informal Evaluation (open-book or collaborative)
Classwork/Investigations
25%

Grading will be completed within a maximum of two weeks of deadline day.
Communication: It is very important that you seek help with maths when you require it. If you are struggling
with any of the content or homework, it is important that we address the situation as quickly as possible so
that you are prepared for the following material. You can email me to set up a meeting. Remember that
mathematics is a series of building blocks, so it is important that you understand each concept before moving
on to the next.
Resources used:
● IGCSE Cambridge International Mathematics textbook, which you will be given at the start of the year.

•

GDC (graphing display calculator), fully charged: Texas Instruments Nspire CX (not “CAS”), version
1.3 or above.

Specific expectations: Students are expected to bring the following items to every lesson: laptop, textbook,
notebook, pens, pencils, ruler, eraser, sharpener and calculator.

9th Grade Mathematics Course
Overview and Policies

“It is the story that matters not just the ending.” ― Paul Lockhart

Teacher: Dalia Challita
Email: dalia.challita@isgenoa.it
Welcome note / course overview: Welcome to 9th Grade Math for the 2020/21 academic year! We will be
following the IGCSE curriculum this year, building on the material you studied during 8th Grade in order to
improve your mathematical skills and widen your knowledge of the subject. I am really excited to be your
teacher!
Topics: Algebra, coordinate geometry, simultaneous equations, exponents and surds, inequalities,
trigonometry, geometry, and statistics.
Homework: You will receive around 90 minutes of homework each week. This will relate to what you have
studied during the lessons. It could be a review, further practice, or a preparation for the next lesson.
Homework is an extremely important element of learning, so it is imperative that it is completed on time and
to a high standard. You can ask for help with homework by scheduling a meeting with me during Snack or
Lunch breaks - I am also available for help in my office (room 312) next to classroom 311. You may also
contact me by e-mail for any issues.
Assessments: Assessments will take place in every topic and will be announced at least one week in advance.
Evaluation of progress / grading policy and turn around time: All tests and quizzes will be graded along
with a portion of the homework. However, all homework will be checked for completion. These scores will be
put onto PowerSchool and will make up your grade. Your quarter grade will be weighted as follows:
Formal Evaluation (under test conditions)
Tests/Quizzes
75%

Informal Evaluation (open-book or collaborative)
Homework
15%
Classwork/Investigations
10%

Grading will be completed within a maximum of two weeks of deadline day.
Communication: It is very important that you seek help with math when you require it. If you are struggling

with any of the content or homework, it is important that we address the situation as quickly as possible so
that you are prepared for the following material. You can either find me at school (my office is room 312) or
email me to setup a meeting. Remember that mathematics is a series of building blocks, so it is important that
you understand each concept before moving on to the next.
Resources used (see images below):
• IGCSE Cambridge International Mathematics textbook, which you will be given at the start of the year.
• GDC (graphing display calculator), fully charged: Texas Instruments Nspire CX (not “CAS”), version
1.3 or above. Purchasable through the school (Ms. Parker).
Specific expectations: Students are expected to bring the following items to every lesson: laptop, textbook,
notebook, pens, pencils, ruler, eraser, sharpener and calculator.

9th Grade History Course Overview and Policies
This year our attention will be turning further towards the requirements of the IB, as we build on the knowledge and skills you already have, and
learn about the most significant period in modern European history.
Topics
Semester One - We will focus on the turbulent years of Russian history between 1890 and 1924, during which the revolutionary rise of
Communism changed the world forever. We will move through three key stages of upheaval: the last years of Tsarist Russia, the Russian
Revolution, and the early years of the Soviet Union under Lenin. In particular, you will begin to analyse historical sources and consider what
values and limitations they may have for historians.
Semester Two - Our study of Nazi Germany will begin with a close study of Weimar Germany. We will then move on to study the rise of the
Nazis from two perspectives: the large social changes that led to a new political climate, and the efforts of Hitler and the Nazi party’s key figures.
This will culminate in a detailed understanding of the Holocaust and the Second World War.
Evaluation of progress / grading policy and turnaround time:
Your final grade at the end of the year will be weighted as follows:
● Formal assessment (e.g. tests, essays, quizzes, formal presentations) will account for 70% of your grade.
● Informal assessment (e.g. homework, classwork, informal presentations) will account for 30% of your grade.
Homework
Homework will be given roughly once a week. It may be a written assignment, a reading assignment or a research assignment. If the homework
requires more time to complete, then you will be given a longer deadline.
Assessment
Assessment will take four main forms:
● Questions based on source analysis
● Evaluative essays
● Independent research projects
● Presentations and debates
There will be several testing periods in each semester, covering the full spectrum of our areas of study.
Communication
If you have any concerns at any point during the year, or feel that something has not been expressed clearly, do not hesitate to contact me. You
are welcome to speak to me after lessons are finished, or at an appropriate moment during the lesson. You can always reach me at
steve.thorne@isgenoa.it
Expectations
You will have a textbook relating to the course of study for each semester. This must be brought to every class. Additionally, we as a school are
committed to making your transition towards the IB as smooth as possible. Therefore, students will find that the amount of work expected of
them, in and out of the classroom, has increased from 8th to 9th grade. Students must be prepared for this change, and work hard to stay on
course for future success.

1. In case of absence
● It is the students responsibility to makeup the notes that are missed in class
● All lessons/PPT are located on the google classrooms website
● Students may wish to contact the teacher via email or verbally when they come back
● Students may also wish to get the notes from their fellow students
2. In case of Late or Missing work,
● It is the students responsibility to contact the teacher, via email or verbally, explaining the
reason why the assignment is late
● The response, “I did not understand what I had to do,” is not a valid reason. If students are
having difficulties, they must contact the teacher, well before the due date, to help clarify
any issues that students may have.
● Students will always be given an appropriate amount of time to complete all informal and
formal assessments. Students should not wait until the day before an assignment is due to
begin.
3. In case you need extra help
● Ask a friend
● Use the class website, which includes all of the class lessons, along with videos to help
explain
● Organize a time with the teacher to meet to discuss a specific topic
● Ask the teacher during class activities
● Do not wait for the last minute.
● Be Proactive

ACADEMIC YEAR 2019-2020
Italian B - 9th grade (B1). Course Overview and Policies

Welcome note / Course Overview:
Dear Parents and Students,
Like in 8th and 9th grade last year, the 9th - 10th Italian B course will consist mainly of practical language
instruction in Italian, targeted to the student’s needs and interests. However, it will also include
standardized assessment based on the CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages),
in order for students to be aware of their language competency beyond the confined context of ISG.
I trust the class will be an enjoyable and rewarding component of the school day.
Happy beginning of the year!
Maria Elena Cabrerizo –
elena.cabrerizo@isgenoa.it

Levels: B1 (different curriculum for each level)
Evaluation of progress / grading policy and turn around time:
There will be on-going formative assessments, both formal and informal.
Summative assessments will also be both formal and informal, including written tasks and linguistic
performances in realistic contexts. Grammar work will be checked and corrected during class, but only
grammar tests will be graded. Written compositions, individual orals and interactive orals will be graded.
Homework
Homework will be assigned once a week.
Tests
There will be Unit tests, grammar tests, CEFR tests and performances in realistic contexts.
Resources used:
Nuovo Progetto Italiano
Specific expectations
Consulting Power School and checking school email every day; contacting me BEFORE the due date in case
there are problems with the homework; being on time for class; genuinely striving to apply the school
mission of respect, responsibility and reaching for excellence.
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ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-2021
Italian B - 9th&10th (A1-A2) grade. Course Overview and Policies

Welcome note / Course Overview:
Dear Parents and Students,
Like in 8th and 9th grade last year, the 9th - 10th Italian B course will consist mainly of practical language
instruction in Italian, targeted to the student’s needs and interests. However, it will also include
standardized assessment based on the CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages),
in order for students to be aware of their language competency beyond the confined context of ISG.
I trust the class will be an enjoyable and rewarding component of the school day.
Happy beginning of the year!
Maria Elena Cabrerizo –
elena.cabrerizo@isgenoa.it

Levels: A1 – A2 (different curriculum for each level)
Evaluation of progress / grading policy and turn around time:
There will be on-going formative assessments, both formal and informal.
Summative assessments will also be both formal and informal, including written tasks and linguistic
performances in realistic contexts. Grammar work will be checked and corrected during class, but only
grammar tests will be graded. Written compositions, individual orals and interactive orals will be graded.
Homework
Homework will be assigned once a week.
Tests
There will be Unit tests, grammar tests, CEFR tests and performances in realistic contexts.
Resources used:
Nuovo Progetto Italiano
Specific expectations
Consulting Power School and checking school email every day; contacting me BEFORE the due date in case
there are problems with the homework; being on time for class; genuinely striving to apply the school
mission of respect, responsibility and reaching for excellence.
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9th Grade
Italian A
Course Overview and Policies
Welcome note / Course Overview:

Il corso di Italiano delinea un percorso di studio indirizzato all'acquisizione di strumenti linguistici, espressivi e di
critica letteraria. Il corso si svilupperà sull'esame di quattro aree di competenza che permetteranno di acquisire
competenze specifiche orali, scritte e creative, attraverso moduli diversificati di comunicazione.
Key knowledge areas, skills and concepts in the course
1. Conoscenza e comprensione:
- Conoscenza critica attraverso adeguati elementi d'indagine ed individuazione degli
aspetti letterari.
- Conoscenza delle diverse forme letterarie proprie delle diverse epoche esaminate
e delle trasformazioni linguistiche e lessicali.
- Conoscenza degli elementi contestuali, storico - sociali che contribuiscono
all'interpretazione dell'opera, dell'autore e delle correnti letterarie in esame.
2. Percorsi di indagine : lettura spontanea e lettura critica dell'opera, attività individuali e collettive. Analisi
individuale riguardo il contenuto ed i temi trattati nell'opera e ricerca delle motivazioni dell'autore sulla
creazione artistica. Ricerca di informazioni e documenti sul contesto culturale ed esegesi dell'opera.
3. Comunicazione: Condivisione in classe e discussione sugli aspetti letterari e le prospettive presenti nelle
rispettive opere a confronto. Presentazioni orali individuali e collettive in classe o rivolte ad un pubblico
esterno. Ricerca creativa delle diverse forme di espressione e di comunicazione che risultino più efficaci.
4. Riflessione: anche qualora gli studenti siano di madre lingua italiana, non necessariamente partono da un
livello adeguato agli standards previsti.
Aims and Objectives
-

Incoraggiare l'apprezzamento della lettura e della comprensione delle tecniche della critica letteraria.

-

Ampliare, attraverso attività diversificate, gli orizzonti culturali e linguistici derivanti dallo studio della
letteratura, attraverso varie forme espressive.

-

Sviluppare il coinvolgimento personale dello studente nell'analisi critica dell'opera.

-

Promuovere autonomia e responsabilità del metodo di studio e di pianificazione del tempo.

-

Conoscenza degli elementi contestuali , storico - sociali che contribuiscono all'interpretazione dell'opera,
dell'autore e delle correnti letterarie in esame.

-

Sollecitare flessibilità e creatività nella ricerca e nell'applicazione di forme espressive e comunicative più
efficaci.

Topics
Semester 1
Il mito e l'origine della narrazione
Epica classica - L'Iliade
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La struttura del testo narrativo
Semester 2
Il racconto ed il romanzo breve
Il racconto ed il romanzo di genere poliziesco
Il romanzo fantastico-meraviglioso
Poesia
Lettura integrale dei seguenti testi:
Italo Calvino Il barone rampante
Agatha Christie Assassinio sull'Orient Express
H.G. Wells L'uomo invisibile
Evaluation of progress / grading policy and turn around time:
La valutazione degli studenti avviene attraverso temi e test scritti, interrogazioni orali, valutazione di lavori preparati a casa,
progetti, prove invalsi. Temi e test sono considerati FORMAL ASSESSMENT, su Powerschool il loro simbolo è rosso, e il loro
peso è il 60% della votazione finale. Tutto il resto è considerato INFORMAL ASSESSMENT (40% della votazione finale) e il
simbolo è di colore verde.
Per la valutazione degli studenti si seguono le linee guida dell’ ISG Secondary School Grade System, in accordo con the IB.
ISG Comment
Excellent work: the student consistently and almost faultlessly demonstrates sound understanding of
concepts and successful application of skills in a wide variety of contexts and consistently displays
independence, insight, autonomy and originality.

Very good work: the student consistently demonstrates sound understanding of concepts and successful
application of skills in a wide variety of contexts and generally displays independence, insight, autonomy and
originality.

Good work: the student consistently demonstrates sound understanding of concepts and successful
application of skills in a variety of contexts and occasionally displays independence, insight, autonomy and
originality.

Satisfactory performance: the student generally demonstrates understanding of concepts and successful
application of skills in normal contexts and occasionally displays independence, insight, autonomy and
originality.

Grade

7

6

5

4

Mediocre work (conditional pass): the student demonstrates a limited understanding of the required
concepts and only applies skills successfully in normal situations with support. Partial achievement against
most of the objectives.

3

Poor work: the student has difficulty in understanding the required concepts and is unable to apply skills
successfully in normal situations even with support. Very limited achievement against all the objectives.

2
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Very poor work: Minimal achievement in terms of the objectives.

1

Homework
Gli studenti ricevono i compiti da una settimana alla successiva; i compiti, come i voti, sono puntualmente scritti su Powerschool e
riconsegnati, in genere, in una settimana.
Gli studenti devono impegnarsi a rispettare le scadenze; in caso di ritardo ingiustificato devono consegnare il compito la lezione
successiva. Dopo una settimana di ritardo l’insegnante informa la famiglia ed i coordinatori. Se il compito è oggetto di valutazione
da parte dell'insegnante, lo studente ottiene un 1 per il compito non consegnato.
Invito caldamente gli studenti ed i genitori a controllare frequentemente Powerschool.
Projects
Nel corso dell'anno verranno assegnati progetti individuali o in gruppo, per rinforzare conoscenze acquisite e sviluppare la
capacità di lavorare in gruppo.
Tests
Ogni verifica, per la quale gli studenti devono prepararsi e studiare, viene comunicata almeno con una settimana di anticipo.
Communication
Room 317
chiara.borselli@isgenoa.it

Resources used:
Tortora, Annaloro, Baldi, Carmina Le parole del mondo. Palumbo Ed.
Italo Calvino Il barone rampante
Agatha Christie Assassinio sull'Orient Express
H.G. Wells L'uomo invisibile
Un quadernone a righe
Penne, matite, colori, evidenziatori, colla, forbici
Specific expectations
Gli studenti devono:
1. arrivare in classe puntuali
2. avere i libri e i quaderni appropriati alla lezione (grammatica il martedì, gli altri giorni antologia o letteratura, il libro di
lettura scelto dall'insegnante tutti i giorni tranne il venerdì, quando lo studente porterà il libro a scelta)
3. alzare la mano prima di parlare
4. prestare attenzione se l`insegnante o un compagno sta parlando
5. aiutare chi ha bisogno
6. rispettare gli ambienti scolastici
7. rispettare le regole della scuola
8. utilizzare il computer in modo appropriato, seguendo le direttive dell'insegnante.
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Curso de Español 2020 /2021
9th Grade

¡Bienvenidos a la clase de español!
Resumen del curso:
Durante nuestras clases de español, los estudiantes continuarán ampliando los conocimientos gramaticales necesarios
para mejorar el grado de competencias del castellano, con el objetivo de tener una mayor fluencia a la hora de ponerlo
en práctica.

Libros:
- El libro de gramatica y ejercicios “Aula 3 Internacional”
En el documento “yearly planner” vienen especificados los contenidos a tratar durante el año escolar.

-

Trabajaremos con “Yabla” nuestro libro virtual con numerosas actividades interesantes y variadas.

Evaluación:
•
•

Evaluación formal
60%
Evaluación informal 40%
-

Los exámenes serán una parte muy importante del curso y se tendrán al final de cada tema del libro. En ellos,
se evaluará la capacidad del alumno para desarrollar los conceptos vistos en clase.
El porcentaje equivalente es del 60% de la nota final del cuatrimestre.

-

Los deberes serán asignados una vez por semana. La importancia de entregarlos en el tiempo establecido y en
modo correcto es fundamental. Entregarlos fuera de tiempo o en modo incorrecto bajará automáticamente la
nota para su evaluación.
Vendrán siempre establecidos en “power school” donde se inscribirá la nota obtenida.
Al igual de importante es la producción escrita y la comprensión de lectura, trabajaremos con textos
sencillos del libro para poner en práctica estas capacidades. La producción escrita contará un sobre la nota
final. Todo ello contará un 20% sobre la nota final.

-

La capacidad de producción oral es un elemento esencial para mejorar nuestros recursos a la hora de
expresarnos en un nuevo idioma. Tenemos que intentar hablar siempre en castellano en todo momento. La
producción oral contará un 20% sobre la nota final.

Comunicaciones
Podréis contactar conmigo siempre que sea necesario en la siguiente dirección de correo electrónico, donde estaré
encantada de responder a vuestras dudas:
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Lidia.martin@isgenoa.it

Material necesario:
En nuestras lecciones será necesario asistir acompañados de:
-

Un cuaderno para trabajar diariamente
El ordenador será utilizado ocasionalmente para la realización de proyectos.

Ausencias:
Si el alumno debe ausentarse de clase por diferentes motivos, estará automáticamente obligado a controlar en “power
school” las tareas asignadas para el próximo día.
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1st September 2020
Dear parents and students,
Welcome to 9th grade Science! I am looking forward to working with this group for the second
consecutive year and seeing them achieve more wonderful things in Science. Below is a list of the
materials, topics, assessments and expectations for the course. Please contact me if there are any
issues that you would like to discuss further ( david.kubenk@ isgenoa.it).
Topics (please consult the yearly plan on google classroom for further information):
Semester one (Biology)
1. Cellular Biology
2. Molecular Biology
3. Genetics
4. Human Physiology (systems)
Semester two (Chemistry)
1. Organic chemistry
2. Stoichiometry
3. Periodicity
4. Acids and Bases
Assessment: Students will be assessed through a variety of tests, quizzes, projects and homework.
They will complete two lab reports based on the IB criteria in order to prepare for the coming year.
30% of the final grade come from informal assessments and 70% from formal marks. There are also
semester exams this year, and these will make up 20% of the semester mark. Parents and students
should consult powerschool to see when work is due and grades for assessed work are also
displayed.
Resources: Students should bring their workbooks, textbooks, laptops, calculator and pencil
case to class.
If you need anything or have any questions, please contact me.
David Kubenk, ISG Science Teacher

9 Grade Drama
Course Overview and Policies
th

Course Description
Welcome to Middle School Drama. The Drama curriculum aims to increase your
confidence, enable you to develop communication skills and give you the skills to
perform, direct and analyse theatre.
Drama can have an important role to play in the personal development of all of us. It can
help develop skills and qualities such as teamwork, creativity, leadership and risk-taking;
which are useful tools in all subjects and areas of life. It can provide a new way of
learning – by doing, and therefore can foster your creativity, invention, insight, discovery
and problem solving through exploring actively.
Course Content:
1st Quarter:Introduction to Drama - Getting to know each other, clarifying the essential
skills of devising and presenting. Students will learn by observing, creating and
presenting image based performance pieces investigating frozen moments. Students will
learn the skills and techniques of stage craft and communication with an audience. We
will then study the use of voice - Students will study the elements of voice production Pitch, Pace, Volume, Inflection and Emphasis. By practicing a variety of simple scripted
pieces students will develop an understanding of voice projection and diction enabling
more effective communication.
2nd Quarter: Subtext - often behind the spoken words are hidden meanings. By studying
gestures, facial expressions, physical postures and tones of voice student will become
fluent in unspoken human communication.
3rd Quarter: Pause for Effect - Experimenting with the dramatic tension create by using
moments of silence students will design and present a short performance Amed at high
lighting the effects ao the dramatic pause.
4th Quarter: Story telling - The art of story telling has been handed down from generation
the generation. By investigating the skills of persuasive speech, tall story, genre and
standup comedy students will design and present a 3 minute self devised personal tale.

Evaluation of progress / grading policy and turn around time:
Within Drama lessons you will be assessed in a number of ways, both formally and
informally. There will be a few written assignments, some homework, and lots of
performance opportunities. As well as being assessed by me, you will also self and peer
assess, as it is important that you are aware of how you are developing your own skills as
well as giving critical feedback to your friends to help them improve and make them
aware of what they are doing well.

In Drama we are assessed on the following criteria:
Knowledge and Understanding
Students should be able to:
-demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the elements of the study unit
-communicate a critical understanding of the study unit in the context of their
own artwork
Performance
Students should be able to:
-apply the skills, techniques, and processes of performance for each of the study
unit
-develop an idea, theme, or personal interpretation to a point of realization,
expressing and communicating their artistic intentions
Reflection and Evaluation
Students should be able to:
-reflect critically on their own artistic development and processes at different
stages of the work
-evaluate their work
-use feedback to inform their own artistic development and processes
Personal Engagement
Students should be able to:
-show commitment in using their artistic processes
-demonstrate curiosity, self-motivation, initiative, and willingness to take risks
-support and encourage their peers by being attentive and respectful audience
members and scene partners
I will use Powerschool and Google Classroom to keep you updated about upcoming
assignments and homework tasks. Please, check it regularly. Grades will be posted no
later than two weeks after the due date.
Homework:
Homework will be set occasionally, and will be due the following lesson.
Communication:
If you need to speak to me, please email me on mandy.mcgarrigle@isgenoa.it
•

•

If we are working on paired and/or group performance pieces and you know you
will be absent, please inform both myself and your partner/group so that we are
aware and can plan rehearsals in lessons accordingly.

Materials/Resources needed for class:
Comfortable clothing that you can move in.
•
•

Shoes that don’t fall off. NO FLIP FLOPS!

Specific expectations
•

Join our google classroom with the code vhnjgak. Sometimes you will need to
bring your laptop to class. I will let you know when during the lesson before.

•

Arrive to class on time, we will begin every lesson sitting in a circle, always taking
care to sit 1 meter away from each other.

•

Homework should be turned in ON TIME . Whether it is written work or a
physical performance, the due date is set for a reason. From time to time you will
have a script and lines to learn. Make sure you take the time to learn your lines
well as this will make your performance time in Drama much more enjoyable and
successful.

I’m excited to work with you this year! Come prepared to enjoy the lessons and have fun,
ready to develop your Drama skills and become confident, creative and imaginative
young people!

Ms Mandy.

